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Darker Shades Jul 12 2021 Difference exists;
otherness is constructed. This book asks how
important Western artists, from Giotto to Titian
and Caravaggio, and from Bosch to Dürer and
Rembrandt, shaped the imaging of non-Western
individuals in early modern art. Victor I.
Stoichita’s nuanced and detailed study examines
images of racial otherness during a time of new
encounters of the West with different cultures
and peoples, such as those with dark skins:
Muslims and Jews. Featuring a host of
informative illustrations and crossing the
disciplines of art history, anthropology, and
postcolonial studies, Darker Shades also
reconsiders the Western canon’s most essential
facets: perspective, pictorial narrative,
composition, bodily proportion, beauty, color,
harmony, and lighting. What room was there for
the “Other,” Stoichita would have us ask, in such
a crystalline, unchanging paradigm?
Darker Shade of Green Jan 18 2022 J.T. is a
sensitive but privileged 12-year-old who's
runaway to New York City. He soon comes under
the guidance of Allie Romano, a homeless man
who stays afloat by challenging people to chess
and scamming book clubs for free books to sell.
Allie quickly becomes a teacher and mentor for
J.T. setting off a chain of events that just might
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explain how an American chess champion could
wind up wanted by the FBI for "eco-terrorism."
Told in a documentary style, this
manifesto/expose weaves internet posts, diary
entries, quotes and interviews to tell stories
within stories. The reader, much like J.T., has a
lot to learn. Award winning author Mickey Z.
brings an unrelenting compassion to the
troubles of our modern world, pointing us in one
clear direction: It's time to embrace a darker
shade of green.
Live As a Man. Die As a Man. Become a Man. Jul
20 2019 Live as a man. Die as a man. Become a
man. Yamatodamashii is roughly translated as
Samurai Spirit or old spirit of Japan and has
become synonymous with Enson Inoue. He was
given this nickname by the Japanese people
because of the way he carries himself inside and
outside of the ring. This philosophy permeates
throughout Enson's experiences, helping him
gain a different perspective on life with every
new challenge that has come his way. He is the
first World Shooto Heavyweight Champion, UFC
fighter, Pride fighter, and pioneer of modern
MMA. He gives an in-depth account of his
philosophical insights and thrilling adventures
both inside and outside the ring.
A Darker Shade of Crimson Apr 21 2022 A
Latino chronicles his journey from working-class
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California to Harvard, where he was dogged by
whispers of affirmative action, describing his
experiences in a world of white privilege, his
teachers, classmates, and the family he left
behind. 25,000 first printing. $25,000 ad/promo.
Witch Trials, Legends, and Lore of Maryland
Jun 11 2021 Does a witch's ghost haunt a park in
Annapolis? Why should Baltimore really be
called Charm City? What weird stories and
traditions regarding witches in the Chesapeake
region are true and where did the others
originate? What is the real history of witchcraft
in early Maryland? How were accusations of
witchcraft handled by the authorities? Why did
Maryland not suffer the same fate as Salem in
1692? Reviewing early Maryland records,
newspaper articles, and other accounts from the
17th to the early 20th century, this book
answers these questions and more, while
revealing Maryland's fascinating witch-related
history.
Nightwing Aug 21 2019 Presents a compilation
of previously published "Nightwing" comics
which follows the adventures of the superhero
formerly known as Robin as he tries to emerge
from out of the shadow of his mentor, Batman.
A Conjuring of Light Jun 23 2022 The precarious
equilibrium among the four Londons has
reached its breaking point. Once brimming with
the red vivacity of magic, darkness casts a
shadow over the Maresh Empire, leaving a space
for another London to rise. Kell begins to waver
under the pressure of competing loyalties.
Meanwhile, an ancient enemy returns to claim a
crown and a fallen hero is desperate to save a
decaying world...
The Unbound Mar 20 2022 Each body has a
story to tell, a life seen in pictures only
Librarians can read. The dead are called
Histories, and the vast realm in which they rest
is the Archive. Last summer, Mackenzie Bishop,
a Keeper tasked with stopping violent Histories
from escaping the Archive, almost lost her life to
one. Now, as she starts her junior year at Hyde
School, she’s struggling to get her life back. But
moving on isn’t easy, not when her dreams are
haunted by what happened. She knows the past
is past, knows it cannot hurt her, but it feels so
real. When her nightmares begin to creep into
her waking hours, she starts to wonder if she’s
truly safe. Meanwhile, people are vanishing
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without a trace, and the only thing they seem to
have in common is Mackenzie. She’s sure the
Archive knows more than they are letting on, but
before she can prove it, she becomes the prime
suspect. Unless Mac can track down the real
culprit, she’ll lose everything: not only her role
as Keeper, but her memories – and even her life.
Can Mackenzie untangle the mystery before she
herself unravels?
A Darker Shade of Magic Oct 27 2022 Most
people only know one London; but what if there
were several? Kell is one of the last
Travelers—magicians with a rare ability to travel
between parallel Londons. There’s Grey London,
dirty and crowded and without magic, home to
the mad king George III. There’s Red London,
where life and magic are revered. Then, White
London, ruled by whoever has murdered their
way to the throne. But once upon a time, there
was Black London...
The Shades of Magic Series Aug 25 2022 This
discounted ebundle includes: A Darker Shade of
Magic, A Gathering of Shadows, A Conjuring of
Light Witness the fate of beloved heroes and
notorious foes in V.E. Schwab’s New York Times
bestselling Shades of Magic series. Kell is one of
the last Antari—magicians with a rare, coveted
ability to travel between parallel Londons; Red,
Grey, White, and, once upon a time, Black. After
an exchange goes awry, Kell escapes to Grey
London and runs into Delilah Bard, a cut-purse
with lofty aspirations. Now perilous magic is
afoot, and treachery lurks at every turn. To save
all of the worlds, they'll first need to stay alive. A
Darker Shade of Magic — Kell was raised in
Arnes—Red London—and officially serves the
Maresh Empire as an ambassador, traveling
between the frequent bloody regime changes in
White London and the court of George III in the
dullest of Londons. Unofficially, Kell is a
smuggler, servicing people willing to pay for
even the smallest glimpses of a world they'll
never see. It's a defiant hobby with dangerous
consequences, which Kell is now seeing
firsthand. A Gathering of Shadows — Restless,
and having given up smuggling, Kell is visited by
dreams of ominous magical events, waking only
to think of Lila, who disappeared from the docks
like she always meant to do. And while Red
London is caught up in the pageantry and thrills
of the Element Games, another London is
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coming back to life, and those who were thought
to be forever gone have returned. A Conjuring of
Light — As darkness sweeps the Maresh Empire,
the once precarious balance of power among the
four Londons has reached its breaking point. In
the wake of tragedy, Kell—once assumed to be
the last surviving Antari—begins to waver under
the pressure of competing loyalties. Lila Bard
has survived and flourished through a series of
magical trials. But now she must learn to control
the magic, before it bleeds her dry. Tor books by
V. E. Schwab The Shades of Magic series A
Darker Shade of Magic A Gathering of Shadows
A Conjuring of Light The Villains series Vicious
At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold
without Digital Rights Management Software
(DRM) applied.
City of Secrets Jun 18 2019 Read the graphic
novel that Caldecott medal-winning illustrator,
Dan Santat, calls, "An edge-of-your-seat thriller!"
Ever Barnes is a shy orphan guarding a secret in
an amazing puzzle box of a building. Most of the
young women who work at the building's
Switchboard Operating Facility, which connects
the whole city of Oskar, look the other way as
Ever roams around in the shadows. But one of
them, Lisa, keeps an eye on the boy. So does the
head of the Switchboard, Madame Alexander . . .
a rather sharp eye. Enter Hannah, the spunky
daughter of the building's owner. She thinks
Ever needs a friend, even if he doesn't know it
yet. Good thing she does! Lisa and Madame
Alexander are each clearly up to something.
Ever is beset by a menacing band of rogues
looking to unlock the secret he holds--at any
cost. And whatever is hidden deep in the
Switchboard building will determine all of their
futures. On a journey that twists and turns as
much as the mechanical building Ever Barnes
calls home, he and his new friend Hannah have
to find out what's really going on in this
mysterious city of secrets . . . or else!
Vicious Jan 06 2021 Victor and Eli started out as
college roommates—brilliant, arrogant, lonely
boys who recognized the same ambition in each
other. A shared interest in adrenaline, neardeath experiences, and seemingly supernatural
events reveals an intriguing possibility: that
under the right conditions, someone could
develop extraordinary abilities. But when their
thesis moves from the academic to the
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experimental, things go horribly wrong. Ten
years later, Victor breaks out of prison,
determined to catch up to his old friend (now
foe), aided by a young girl with a stunning
ability. Meanwhile, Eli is on a mission to
eradicate every other super-powered person that
he can find—aside from his sidekick, an
enigmatic woman with an unbreakable will.
Armed with terrible power on both sides, driven
by the memory of betrayal and loss, the archnemeses have set a course for revenge—but who
will be left alive at the end? “Supremely plotted
and incredibly well-written.” The Independent
on Sunday “Vicious is the superhero novel I've
been waiting for: fresh, merciless, and yes,
vicious.” Mira Grant, New York Times
bestselling author “Schwab writes with the
fiendish ingenuity, sardonic wit, and twisted
imagination of a true supervillian.” Greg Cox,
New York Times “A dynamic and original twist
on what it means to be a hero and a villain. A
killer from page one... Highly recommended!”
Jonathan Maberry, New York Times bestselling
author “Schwab gathers all the
superhero/supervillain tropes and turns them on
their sundry heads... I could not put it down.” F.
Paul Wilson, New York Times bestselling author
A Darker Shade of Love Feb 19 2022 It is
London and it is the sixties and for Angela
everything is perfect. She is young and beautiful,
able to enjoy the new freedom to the full. As a
debutante and then as a model there is no
shortage of young men vying for her attention,
and so far her five years in London have been
one long party: the men change and the jobs
change but the party goes on. But sexual
freedom does not live up to its billing and a life
drifting from one casual affair to another leaves
Angela restless and unfulfilled. Steve changes all
that; he is different. At first she finds him
annoyingly persistent in his advances but
somehow he gradually breaks down her
defences. He seems to understand her and care
for her in a different way from the young men
she has known. Gradually she begins to feel that
she might be in love with Steve and soon they
are married. Then the real Steve emerges: the
bully, the liar, the pervert. Angela finds herself
the sexual prisoner of a man she hardly knows.
Under a barrage of psychological and physical
pressure, Angela is forced by Steve to indulge in
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acts which appall her and which she is ashamed
to admit to anyone. Soon all of her old
friendships are gone and even her mother is
estranged from her by her demonic husband. A
Darker Shade of Love is the harrowing story of a
'nice' girl for whom the 'swinging sixties'
becomes a nightmare of depravity. It is at once
compelling and unsettling as it recounts a
journey into a sexual hell.
A Darker Shade of Pale May 22 2022 Courage
to Love in the Shadow of Hate. A Darker Shade
of Pale tells of Beryl Crosher-Segers' family and
community life in apartheid-era South Africa.
With a piercing narrative, she details the
injustices, humiliation and challenges she faced
under the brutal reign of the National Party.
Through her multi-racial heritage, Beryl was
born into a life of inequality and hardship. This is
the remarkable story of resilience and courage
to power forward toward a better life, to love in
the shadow of hate. A Darker Shade of Pale is a
story of hope in the face of despair and of
courage when faced with insurmountable
obstacles.
A Darker Shade of Sweden Apr 28 2020 Ever
since Stieg Larsson shone a light on the
brilliance of Swedish crime writing with his
acclaimed and bestselling Girl With the Dragon
Tattoo trilogy, readers around the world have
devoured fiction by some of the greatest masters
of the genre. In this landmark and unique
publication, Sweden’s most distinguished and
best-loved crime writers have contributed
stories to an anthology that promises to sate the
desire to read about the dark side of Sweden.
Containing seventeen stories, never before
published in English, A Darker Shade of Sweden
illuminates this beguiling country and its
inhabitants as never before. Included are stories
from such Swedish literary luminaries as: • Stieg
Larsson • Henning Mankell • Åsa Larsson • Eva
Gabrielsson
Stop Waiting for Prince Charming! He's
Already Married to Bob. Oct 23 2019 "AN
AWARD WINNER!" "Shades of David Sedaris..."
from Playwright Don Pollard..and from radio talk
show host Carole Lieberman, M.D. "Anita is the
Erma Bombeck of modern relationships. Read
her book then charm the pants off the next guy
you meet!" These hilarious essays will help you
live life more creatively. Dating? Looking? Given
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up? Do you really wonder what your odds are for
getting married? Find out here along with some
crazy concepts: Facial Punctuation, a Minimum
Threshold of Attractiveness, Yodeling, Speed
Dating, Sex Appeal, insightful, clever advice and
more. It's time to turn your life upside down. Did
you cancel a blind date because it creeped you
out? Why? So you can stay home to watch "My
Big Fat Greek Wedding" for the 53rd time? And,
while safe in your own home, danger lurks. Your
refrigerator magnets might be revealing way too
much about you. Brilliant psychological analysis
answers the questions you didn't know you had.
Looking at life differently requires a unique
approach, for instance, to beauty. Priceless tips:
What's the connection between cucumbers and
cellulite? What's the best position for sleeping to
avoid wrinkles...a gorgeous celebrity shares her
secret. Hysterical true escapades prove life can
be crazy fun. It's a circus! When you make it out
alive--a hurricane while on a cruise ship, a
hostage in a bank robbery (You Tube), and
singing "Bagle Benjy" on the Tonight Show.
Seriously, this is laugh out loud, funny advice
that might just change your life forever! For
daily advice...seek out Anita's tweets, YouTube
and her website www.anitareinsma.com open 24
hours a day for your dining and dancing
pleasure!
Torrid Affair Jun 30 2020 I'm fucked. The life I
have lived for the past ten years is built solely on
lies and secrets. But I can't help myself. I'm in
love with two different men. And one of them is
my brother-in-law. He's my drug. My fire. My
addiction. But he's married to my best friend.
And I'm married to my husband. I'm not
ashamed. I have no guilt. None. I'm not fucked.
I'm a fucked up person. This is the story of how I
ruined my life. And the life of the one I loved
most.
The Near Witch Dec 05 2020
ENTERTAINMENT WEEKLY'S BEST YA OF THE
DECADE • NEW YORK TIMES bestseller Brand
new edition of Victoria Schwab’s long out-ofprint, stunning debut The Near Witch is only an
old story told to frighten children. If the wind
calls at night, you must not listen. The wind is
lonely, and always looking for company. There
are no strangers in the town of Near. These are
the truths that Lexi has heard all her life. But
when an actual stranger, a boy who seems to
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fade like smoke, appears outside her home on
the moor at night, she knows that at least one of
these sayings is no longer true. The next night,
the children of Near start disappearing from
their beds, and the mysterious boy falls under
suspicion. As the hunt for the children
intensifies, so does Lexi’s need to know about
the witch that just might be more than a bedtime
story, and about the history of this nameless boy.
Part fairy tale, part love story, Victoria Schwab's
debut novel is entirely original yet achingly
familiar: a song you heard long ago, a whisper
carried by the wind, and a dream you won't soon
forget.
Thirteen Storeys Sep 02 2020 'A modern
horror classic from one of the most exciting
writers in the field today' Starburst Magazine
'An astonishing debut from Jonathan Sims. A
wonderful new twist on an age-old genre. 5 out
of 5' SFX A haunted house tour-de-force from
the creator of THE MAGNUS ARCHIVES
podcast. GOING UP? A dinner party is held in
the penthouse of a multimillion-pound
development. All the guests are strangers - even
to their host, the billionaire owner of the
building. None of them know why they were
selected to receive his invitation. Whether
privileged or deprived, they share only one thing
in common - they've all experienced a shocking
disturbance within the building's walls. By the
end of the night, their host is dead, and none of
the guests will say what happened. His death
has remained one of the biggest unsolved
mysteries - until now. But are you ready for their
stories? 'Combines a creeping sense of unease
with all-out gore . . . Nerve-jangling.' Guardian
'A wonderfully creepy climax, hitting that perfect
spot of uncanny horror' Grimdark Magazine 'Left
me feeling uneasy . . . creeped out, and a little
bit horrified. In other words, this was an
excellent book' NetGalley reviewer 'Steals your
sleep, not only because it's such a page turner
but it is very very creepy . . . Highly
recommended' NetGalley reviewer 'Chilling and
so creepy - perfect reading . . . Even if you don't
usually go for this genre, give THIRTEEN
STOREYS a try - you won't be disappointed!'
NetGalley reviewer 'This book literally has it all:
simply faultless. A majestic tour de force of the
imagination' NetGalley reviewer
A Darker Shade of Sorcery Dec 17 2021 Evan
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Umbra is the newest Venator to enter
Veneseron, the school for demon hunters.A
Venator is a wizard, a spy and a demon hunter
rolled into one. They're taught how to wield their
sorcery and enchanted weaponry by orcs,
elfpires and aliens alike. Their missions range
from battling monsters and saving countless
lives in the multiple worlds, to the more
peculiar, like wrangling killer unicorns and
calming down drunken yetis. In their free time
Venators enjoy goblin soap-operas and
underwater bubble travel, but they also
understand that every new mission they're given
could be their last. Whilst learning how to
manipulate the elements, summon creatures to
fight for him and shoot Spellzookas, Evan
encounters a dangerous rival and meets a girl
who makes him feel nauseous; but in a good
way. He makes the first friends he's ever had in
the carefree Jed and the reckless Brooke. Whilst
Jed gets on the wrong side of a rival Venator,
Brooke finds herself falling for the enigmatic
demon hunter who brought her to Veneseron,
not knowing he isn't quite human. But it soon
becomes apparent that Evan is more than just a
Venator. Everyone wants to kill or capture him,
from demons to Dark-Venators and even people
he's supposed to be able to trust.Evan reckons
he probably won't survive his first year at
Veneseron. Praise for A Darker Shade of
Sorcery.The book was like Harry Potter and The
Mortal Instruments and a little bit Percy
Jacksonish combined. It's like I'm reading all my
favorite books in one! I loved it so much! The
action, the adventures, it was awesome! -Jean
Claudia. Goodreads Reviewer ★★★★★I can't
recommend this book enough! A gripping story,
an engrossing world and colorful characters;
what more could you ask for?-Donte Mcneal.
Amazon Reviewer ★★★★★This was a VERY
entertaining book and well worth the read. Once
I got a few chapters in the book just flew by. I
can't wait to read the next book in the series! Angel Erin. Goodreads Reviewer ★★★★A detailed
world, which his characters only scratch the
surface of. Harry Potter Fans will like this.
Overall it was very good and I can't wait to read
the next one. If you are a fan of action/
adventure fantasy, this is a good one to read.Bridgette B. Amazon Reviewer ★★★★★
Shades of Magic Trilogy Slipcase May 10 2021
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Cooking for Elves, Dwarves and Dragons Aug 01
2020 Cooking for Elves, Dwarves and Dragons
presents an extraordinary - and completely
magical - collection of recipes inspired by the
most popular and respected fantasy literature,
films and TV series of all time. There are 125
mouth-watering recipes in all, including fantastic
dishes suggested by J.R.R. Tolkien's The Lord of
the Rings, Andrzej Sapkowski's The Witcher,
George R.R. Martin's A Song of Fire and Ice,
N.K. Jemisin's Broken Earth Trilogy, Robert
Jordan's The Wheel of Time, and many others.
Some dishes are well-known - ones that
passionate fans have long wished they could
taste (Elven Lembas bread, anyone?). Others
capture the mood and emotions of a particularly
memorable scene, such as the meal that was
eaten prior to Game of Thrones' fan favorite
Battle of the Bastards. Accompanying each
recipe is an introductory essay that shines a bit
of light on the tales, heroes, villains or histories
that inspired it. Readers will also find sidebars
and features that provide even more intriguing
insights, trivia and fantasy-related fun. Nearly
50 illustrations appear throughout, rendered by
noted artist Tim Foley, whose eye-catching
scratchboard style captures the look and feel of
classic Medieval woodcut printing techniques.
The book itself is an artifact of sorts, with faded,
time-worn pages and a leatherette cover,
lending the overall package the feel of an
ancient grimoire - perhaps discovered in a longforgotten crypt or wizard's castle. Either way,
it's a cookbook treasure sure to please hungry
readers of any realm.
Dark Love Apr 09 2021 She listened as he
stepped forward with his belt, moving closer to
her and crowding her with the musky scent he
was wearing. She fought to hold back her fear as
finally, he came to stand behind her. She felt his
fingers gently combing her hair down over her
shoulders. Then he started speaking slowly, his
deep voice starting to shake her demeanor as he
talked to her.“You didn’t marry a soft knight in
shining armor that will cuddle, ignore and pet
you every time you choose to deliberately get
out of line. I will punish you thoroughly for your
disobedience...” (DARK LOVE STORY: After
playing a reckless game, a spoiled and gullible
girl did not expect to find herself in a serious
relationship with an intriguing and no-nonsense
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guy who starts to discipline her.
Vengeful Sep 21 2019 A super-powered collision
of extraordinary minds and vengeful
intentions—V. E. Schwab returns with the
thrilling follow-up to Vicious. Magneto and
Professor X. Superman and Lex Luthor. Victor
Vale and Eli Ever. Sydney and Serena Clarke.
Great partnerships, now soured on the vine. But
Marcella Riggins needs no one. Flush from her
brush with death, she’s finally gained the control
she’s always sought—and will use her newfound
power to bring the city of Merit to its knees.
She’ll do whatever it takes, collecting her own
sidekicks, and leveraging the two most infamous
EOs, Victor Vale and Eli Ever, against each other
once more. With Marcella’s rise, new enmities
create opportunity—and the stage of Merit City
will once again be set for a final, terrible
reckoning.
Shades of Magic Boxed Set: A Darker Shade
of Magic, a Gathering of Shadows, a
Conjuring of Light Sep 26 2022
A Darker Shade of Blue Mar 28 2020 A
collection of short stories from the Cartier
Diamond Dagger winner and Sunday Times
bestseller. John Harvey has been described as
the master of British crime and in A Darker
Shade of Blue he has collected together some of
his very best writing. From the killing fields of
the East Midlands to the mean streets of
London, from the jazz clubs and clip joints of
Soho to the barren fenlands of East Anglia, this
is a world of broken families and run-down
estates, revenge killings and prostitution, drugs,
guns and corruption; a world of overstretched
police forces and underpaid detectives, men and
women who strive nonetheless for a kind of
justice; a world in which everything, even
friendship, has a price. Featuring characters like
Frank Elder, who tried to turn his back on police
work and failed; Jack Kiley, ex-copper and onetime professional footballer, now a Londonbased PI; and the renowned jazz loving and
much-loved Detective Inspector Charlie Resnick,
John Harvey's finely-crafted vignettes perfectly
encapsulate life in the badlands of modern
Britain.
Our Dark Duet Feb 07 2021 The sequel - and
conclusion - to Victoria Schwab's instant #1
New York Times bestseller, This Savage Song.
Kate Harker is a girl who isn't afraid of the dark.
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She's a girl who hunts monsters. And she's good
at it. August Flynn is a monster who can never
be human. No matter how much he once
yearned for it. He has a part to play. And he will
play it, no matter the cost. Nearly six months
after Kate and August were first thrown
together, the war between the monsters and the
humans is a terrifying reality. In Verity, August
has become the leader he never wished to be,
and in Prosperity, Kate has become the ruthless
hunter she knew she could be. When a new
monster emerges from the shadows - one who
feeds on chaos and brings out its victim's inner
demons - it lures Kate home, where she finds
more than she bargained for. She'll face a
monster she thought she killed, a boy she
thought she knew, and a demon all her own.
Shades of Magic Set Sep 14 2021
Mystic Michigan Nov 23 2019 Did you know
that there is a stream in Michigan that actually
disappears in to the ground?! What about the
vanishing lake, underwater Indian trails or 400
foot big spring? Have you heard of Michigan's
fantastic ice caves, headless living animal, or
about the above ground cemeteries? As an
offbeat tourist guide or a study reference to
historical Michigan, all readers will enjoy
discovering more of the true uniqueness about
the state of Michigan. Learn about some
unsolved scientific mysteries and strange
historical facts, not to mention, a few interesting
people. If you enjoyed Mystic Michigan, Mystic
Michigan Part Two continues to explore actual
natural phenomenon and strange oddities that
exist all throughout this wonderful state, that
you can actually visit and experience yourself.
There are maps throughout and a directory to
better help you locate and obtain information
about locations and topics.
A Darker Shade of Crimson Aug 13 2021 The
new president of Harvard University becomes a
prime suspect in the death of Rosezella
Maynette Fisher, the opinionated, AfricanAmerican Dean of Students at Harvard Law
School, and it is up to economics professor and
amateur sleuth Veronica Chase to solve the
crime. Reprint.
A Wizard of Earthsea Nov 04 2020 Ged, the
greatest sorcerer in all Earthsea, was called
Sparrowhawk in his reckless youth. Hungry for
power and knowledge, Sparrowhawk tampered
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with long-held secrets and loosed a terrible
shadow upon the world. This is the tale of his
testing, how he mastered the mighty words of
power, tamed an ancient dragon, and crossed
death's threshold to restore the balance.
A Darker Shade of Pale. a Backdrop to Bob
Dylan. Mar 08 2021
Dead Extra May 30 2020
A Gathering of Shadows Jul 24 2022 From #1
New York Times bestselling author V.E. Schwab
"Addictive and immersive, A Gathering of
Shadows cements this series as a must-read."
—Entertainment Weekly, grade A Four months
have passed since the shadow stone fell into
Kell's possession. Four months since his path
crossed with Delilah Bard. Four months since
Rhy was wounded and the Dane twins fell, and
the stone was cast with Holland's dying body
through the rift, and into Black London. In many
ways, things have almost returned to normal,
though Rhy is more sober, and Kell is now
plagued by his guilt. Restless, and having given
up smuggling, Kell is visited by dreams of
ominous magical events, waking only to think of
Lila, who disappeared from the docks like she
always meant to do. As Red London finalizes
preparations for the Element Games-an
extravagant international competition of magic,
meant to entertain and keep healthy the ties
between neighboring countries-a certain pirate
ship draws closer, carrying old friends back into
port. But while Red London is caught up in the
pageantry and thrills of the Games, another
London is coming back to life, and those who
were thought to be forever gone have returned.
After all, a shadow that was gone in the night
reappears in the morning, and so it seems Black
London has risen again-and so to keep magic's
balance, another London must fall...in V.E.
Schwab's A Gathering of Shadows. Shades of
Magic series 1. A Darker Shade of Magic 2. A
Gathering of Shadows 3. A Conjuring of Light At
the Publisher's request, this title is being sold
without Digital Rights Management Software
(DRM) applied.
Shades of Magic Volume 1: The Steel Prince Oct
15 2021 Dive into the history of Maxim Maresh,
the stern king and adoptive father of Kell from
the Shades of Magic trilogy, from the pen of
New York Times #1 bestselling author V.E.
Schwab herself! Two hundred years have passed
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since the Worlds were magically sealed off from
one another. Red London, the capital of Arnes,
thrives under the rule of the Maresh Empire. But
when King Nokil Maresh learns that his son,
Prince Maxim, is fixated on other Londons
instead of his own, he sends him on a dangerous
military excursion in the hope of focusing the
Prince’s attention. Maxim’s destination? Verose
– better known as the Blood Coast – a dangerous
port city with a reputation for trouble. Within
minutes of his arrival, he’s faced with crooks,
thieves, con artists and brawlers… Worse, the
infamous pirate queen Arisa, feared by outlaws
and soldiers alike, has just pulled into port.
Beautifully illustrated by Andrea Olimpieri
(Dishonored) and expertly colored by Enrica
Eren Angiolini (Doctor Who: The Thirteenth
Doctor), this thrilling, never-before-told story
reveals the secrets of one of the most compelling
characters in modern fantasy! “Exceptional…
moves at a great pace and the artwork is
stellar!” – Culture of Gaming “Possibly the best
fantasy comic out there right now.” – Culturess
p.p1 {margin: 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px; font:
12.0px Calibri} p.p2 {margin: 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px
0.0px; font: 12.0px Calibri; min-height: 14.0px}
A Darker Shade of Magic Feb 25 2020 A Darker
Shade of Magic, from #1 New York Times
bestselling author V.E. Schwab Kell is one of the
last Antari—magicians with a rare, coveted
ability to travel between parallel Londons; Red,
Grey, White, and, once upon a time, Black. Kell
was raised in Arnes—Red London—and officially
serves the Maresh Empire as an ambassador,
traveling between the frequent bloody regime
changes in White London and the court of
George III in the dullest of Londons, the one
without any magic left to see. Unofficially, Kell is
a smuggler, servicing people willing to pay for
even the smallest glimpses of a world they'll
never see. It's a defiant hobby with dangerous
consequences, which Kell is now seeing
firsthand. After an exchange goes awry, Kell
escapes to Grey London and runs into Delilah
Bard, a cut-purse with lofty aspirations. She first
robs him, then saves him from a deadly enemy,
and finally forces Kell to spirit her to another
world for a proper adventure. Now perilous
magic is afoot, and treachery lurks at every turn.
To save all of the worlds, they'll first need to stay
alive. "A Darker Shade of Magic has all the
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hallmarks of a classic work of fantasy. Schwab
has given us a gem of a tale...This is a book to
treasure."—Deborah Harkeness, New York
Times bestselling author of the All Souls trilogy
Shades of Magic series 1. A Darker Shade of
Magic 2. A Gathering of Shadows 3. A Conjuring
of Light At the Publisher's request, this title is
being sold without Digital Rights Management
Software (DRM) applied.
This Savage Song Jan 26 2020 #1 New York
Times Bestseller * An Amazon Best Book of the
Year There’s no such thing as safe in a city at
war, a city overrun with monsters. In this dark
urban fantasy from acclaimed author Victoria
Schwab, a young woman and a young man must
choose whether to become heroes or
villains—and friends or enemies—with the future
of their home at stake. The first of two books,
This Savage Song is a must-have for fans of
Holly Black, Maggie Stiefvater, and Laini Taylor.
Kate Harker and August Flynn are the heirs to a
divided city—a city where the violence has
begun to breed actual monsters. All Kate wants
is to be as ruthless as her father, who lets the
monsters roam free and makes the humans pay
for his protection. All August wants is to be
human, as good-hearted as his own father, to
play a bigger role in protecting the
innocent—but he’s one of the monsters. One who
can steal a soul with a simple strain of music.
When the chance arises to keep an eye on Kate,
who’s just been kicked out of her sixth boarding
school and returned home, August jumps at it.
But Kate discovers August’s secret, and after a
failed assassination attempt the pair must flee
for their lives. In This Savage Song, Victoria
Schwab creates a gritty, seething metropolis,
one worthy of being compared to Gotham and to
the four versions of London in her critically
acclaimed fantasy for adults, A Darker Shade of
Magic. Her heroes will face monsters intent on
destroying them from every side—including the
monsters within.
A Darker Shade of Dead Nov 16 2021 Intrigue,
terrifying betrayals, and a dangerously
commanding hero make Bianca D'Arc's newest
paranormal romance an irresistible temptation. .
. Tapped for a classified military program, Dr.
Eileen McCormick has nothing left to lose. Bad
enough her genetic experiments were used to
turn innocent victims into zombies; worse still, a
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ruthless ex-colleague is threatening to expose
her unless she joins his sinister research project.
Now the only way she can set things right is to
develop an antidote under the watchful blue
eyes of Commander Matt Sykes. And the last
thing Eileen needs is Matt's penetrating gaze,
easy understanding, and compelling kiss
uncovering all her deepest secrets. . . Matt has a
sixth-sense for lies as well as danger, and Eileen
promises plenty of both. She's the only person
who can eradicate the zombie virus before it
reaches epidemic proportions, but he still can't
let her passionate determination affect his steely
cool. . .or keep him from discovering where her
true loyalties lie. But as the clock ticks down,
Matt and Eileen's uneasy trust may be their only
way to avert catastrophe--if it doesn't get them
killed first. . . Praise for Bianca D'Arc "D'Arc
delivers a creepy and pulse-pounding story of
danger." --Romantic Times on Half Past Dead
From Blood and Ash Dec 25 2019 Captivating
and action-packed, From Blood and Ash is a
sexy, addictive, and unexpected fantasy perfect
for fans of Sarah J. Maas and Laura Thalassa. A
Maiden… Chosen from birth to usher in a new
era, Poppy’s life has never been her own. The
life of the Maiden is solitary. Never to be
touched. Never to be looked upon. Never to be
spoken to. Never to experience pleasure.
Waiting for the day of her Ascension, she would
rather be with the guards, fighting back the evil
that took her family, than preparing to be found
worthy by the gods. But the choice has never
been hers. A Duty… The entire kingdom’s future
rests on Poppy’s shoulders, something she’s not
even quite sure she wants for herself. Because a
Maiden has a heart. And a soul. And longing.
And when Hawke, a golden-eyed guard honor
bound to ensure her Ascension, enters her life,
destiny and duty become tangled with desire and
need. He incites her anger, makes her question
everything she believes in, and tempts her with
the forbidden. A Kingdom… Forsaken by the
gods and feared by mortals, a fallen kingdom is
rising once more, determined to take back what
they believe is theirs through violence and
vengeance. And as the shadow of those cursed
draws closer, the line between what is forbidden
and what is right becomes blurred. Poppy is not
only on the verge of losing her heart and being
found unworthy by the gods, but also her life
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when every blood-soaked thread that holds her
world together begins to unravel. Reviews for
From Blood and Ash: "Dreamy, twisty, steamy
escapism. Take me back!" -New York Times
bestseller Wendy Higgins “Jennifer Armentrout
has the power to control my emotions with every
word she writes. From swooning to crying to
racing through the pages to find out what
happens next, I couldn't stop reading about
Hawke and Poppy, and you won't be able to
either.” - Brigid Kemmerer, New York Times
Bestselling Author of A Curse So Dark and
Lonely “Action, adventure, sexiness, and angst!
From Blood and Ash has it all and double that.
So many feels and so many moments it made me
cheer for the character. Read. This. Book! You'll
be obsessed!” - Tijan NYT bestselling author
“From Blood and Ash is a phenomenal fantasy
novel that is filled to the brim with danger,
mystery and heart melting romance. I loved
every single second of it and I couldn’t get
enough of this new fantastical world. A heart
stopping start to what is clearly going to be a
stunning series, perfect for both those who love
fantasy and those who are new to the genre. A
must read.” Kayleigh, K-Books "If you think you
are ready for From Blood and Ash, think again.
Jennifer L. Armentrout has woven a new fantasy
universe that will leave you reeling. Filled with
action, heart wrenching twists and the most
delicious romance, this unputdownable novel
comes with a warning: keep a fan close by,
because the temperatures are about to rise."
Elena, The Bibliotheque Blo “In this exciting new
novel by Jennifer L. Armentrout, she introduces
a fantastical world filled with immense detail,
and characters who are poignant and fierce,
Jennifer truly has out done herself!” –
BookBesties “From Blood and Ash is a fantastic
fantasy that will hook you immediately from the
very first page! I loved every single moment and
all of the characters are ones you will fall in love
with! Jennifer L. Armentrout has done it again
with her amazing writing skills and lots of detail!
Get this book immediately!!!” - Amanda @Stuck
In YA Books “Jennifer has stepped into the
fantasy genre with this absolutely amazing
novel. With characters you will love and more
than a few twists and turns, get ready for one
amazing adventure.” -Perpetual Fangirl "This
magnificent book has so many pieces in it:
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fantasy, mystery, forbidden romance,
supernatural, lies, deceit, betrayal, love,
friendship, family. And so, so, so many secrets
your head will be spinning. Jennifer L.
Armentrout has created another masterpiece
that I will be rushing to buy, and will be telling
everyone to read it ASAP!" ~Jeraca @My Nose in
YA Books “From Blood to Ash is the first high
fantasy book from Jennifer L Armentrout, but
hopefully not the last. Like all her other works,
her ability to create worlds, create swoon worthy
men, and feisty strong female characters is
amazing. Fantasy, mystery, romance, betrayal,
love, and steamy scenes, this book has it all.” Lisa @ The Blonde Book Lover “From Blood &
Ash is everything we love about JLA’s fantasy
writing...pumped up on steroids. There’s epic
world building and plot twists, a strong female
lead, a swoon worthy book hottie, a steamy
forbidden love story, and side characters that
can’t help but steal your heart. My mind was
blown by the end of this book.” - Kris S.
(frantic4romantic) “Step into an exciting new
fantasy world by Jennifer L. Armentrout, From
Blood And Ash takes you on a fantastic ride with
twists and turns galore. Characters you will love
to laugh and cry with. A phenomenal start to an
exciting new series.” - Lori Dunn an avid reader
“From Blood and Ash was everything I wanted in
a high fantasy novel. The myths, the legends, the
epic romance, and an adventure that will keep
you on your toes beginning to end. I couldn’t put
the book down. Truly a brilliant start to what I
believe will be yet another amazing series by
Jennifer L. Armentrout." –Sabrina, Books Are My
Life “Jennifer L. Armentrout takes her first step
into the high fantasy genre with From Blood and
Ash. A story of forbidden love, lies, secrets, and
betrayal - it will leave you wanting more after
the very last page.” - Love Just Is Books “From
Blood and Ash is like reading my favorite book
for first time.” - Raquel Herrera “With From
Blood and Ash, Jennifer Armentrout successfully
takes on the genre of high fantasy, proving, once
again, that she is a master of her craft. Filled
with epic adventure, forbidden romance, deceit,
lies, and betrayal, FB&A draws you in from page
one and refuses to let go!” - Erica, The Rest Just
Falls Away “Jennifer L. Armentrout comes
trough once again with From Blood and Ash as it
kept me enthralled throughout the full book. You
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won't be able to put down this epic story once
you start.” - Julalicious Book Paradise “From
Blood and Ash strikes the perfect balance
between fantasy and romance elements leaving
the world feeling live in and full while allowing
the relationship between the main characters
feeling real and authentic.” - Nads Book Nook,
Nadine Bergeron “Be prepared to spend your
whole day reading From Blood and Ash. Once
you start reading this high fantasy novel, you
won't want to put it down.” - Love Book Triangle
“From Blood and Ash is absolutely breath taking.
JLA does what she does best by creating a
fantastical world filled with romance, lies,
betrayal, adventure and all things we love and
expect from JLA characters that melt our hearts
and steal our hearts and souls. I cannot wait for
the next one!” - Pia Colon “From Blood and Ash,
Jennifer L. Armentrout brought to life a high
fantasy that is enthralling. Another masterful
addition to my collection. Get ready to stay on
your toes from start to end.” - Amy Oh, Reader
by the Mountains “From Blood and Ash is the
first high fantasy novel by Jennifer L Armentrout
and she absolutely nails it. This is fantasy for
skeptics and unbelievers because it makes you
want to be a fantasy fan! This page turner makes
you want to devour it in one night and at the
same time savor every detail. Heart stopping
and inspiring and grips you from page one.” –
Tracy Kirby “An intriguing puzzle of a world, a
ruthless hero, a determine heroin, and a plot
that will keep you up late, this book is one of the
best I've read this year.” – Valerie from Stuck In
Books “From Blood and Ash, a thrilling high
fantasy that packs a punch, each page will leave
you wanting more!” - Tracey, Books & Other
Pursuits
Shades of Magic: The Steel Prince #3 Oct 03
2020 p.p1 {margin: 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px;
font: 12.0px Calibri} Troubles arise for Prince
Maxim when the notorious ship, the Iron Grip,
docks at the Blood Coast. He discovers that in
the past, Arisa, the Pirate Queen, has sadistically
assaulted the local royal soldiery, leading to the
demise of any troops that opposed her, and
leaving only Isra alive. Maxim further learns that
not only is Arisa a wielder of powerful forbidden
bone magic, she is also Isra’s aunt. Under the
cover of night, Isra moves alone to put an end to
the Iron Grips moving into the town, but is
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stopped by Maxim. Together they venture into
Verose in search of Arisa and her gang. In the
Black Torch tavern, Arisa announces that she is
holding a tournament in which the winner will
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earn a place on her ship, providing they first
survive a match with her. In a moment of high
tension, Isra loudly proclaims that she will join
the tournament – for the sole reason of bringing
Arisa to her knees.
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